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KB2D Interactive Device 
2D detection, laser sensitive 

 

 

The KB2D Interactive Device is a detection system working as a MIDI controller. It can be used with any laser 

projector system in order to interact with lasers. It enables to send customizable MIDI messages just by touching 

the lasers. With the different detection modes available, it can be adapted to any show, from the easiest laser 

Harp system to the most complete Interactive laserman show. 

Thanks to an exclusive and innovative detection system (patent pending), it is actually the most compact, 

competitive and versatile Laser interactive device on the market. 

 

FEATURES 
• Compact and light design 

• Easy installation 

• Up to 120 FPS detection rate 

• Polyphonic detection (it can detect different positions / play different notes at the same time) 

• 2D detection (angle and height, discrete or continuous) 

• Power and communication through USB 

o MIDI output via USB 

o Low power consumption 

• Laser sensitive 

o Not sensitive to daylight 

o Resistant to parasitic lights 

• Highly versatile system 

o Can be used with any laser projector 

o The system is working irrespective of the laser  

o Detection parameters highly configurable 

o Can be used with multiple laser sources at the same time 

• High detection range 

 

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS 
• Laser Harp 

• Laserman shows 

• Interactive shows 

• Interactive games 
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HOW TO USE IT 
The KB2D detection systems can be used with any scanning laser projector. The KB2D is not communicating with 

the laser projector, so there is no direct dependency between the KB2D Interactive Device and the projector. 

To create a laser interactive scene, you only need: 

- A light source (generally a scanning laser projector) to project the beams to interact with. 

- The KB2D interactive device with a USB (A – B) cable. 

- A computer on Windows (XP, 7, 8, 10) with the KB2D Interactive software (and a software to control the 

laser projector). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1: Typical installation of the KB2D interactive device for a laser Harp application. 

 

• Be careful not to aim at the KB2D with direct lasers. This can damage irreversibly the photo-detection 

system. The KB2D device is detecting light diffusion caused by objects (or hands) interrupting the lasers. 

 

• In order to reduce parallax error (variation of detection angle with height), the KB2D should be placed 

preferably close to the origin of the laser source. 

 

• In order to optimize detection parameters and reduce false alarms. The “background” projection surface 

should be dark and at a long distance compared to the desired distance for interactions. 

 

• The KB2D device is able to detect variations on 2 dimensions: angle X (in the plane aligned with the length 

of KB2D box), and distance (height) Z. Place your device accordingly (see Fig. 2). 

 

� See ANNEX 3 “How to quickly set a Laser Harp system” to easily parameter the KB2D device with the 

Lightdiction - KB2D Interactive Interface. 

 

USB (A – B) 
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HOW DOES IT WORK? 
The KB2D is detecting the position angle of each incident light interaction. With the help of a complex algorithm, 

it can then precisely separate each laser beam from parasitic light source, and send a MIDI signal associated with 

a specific interaction. Multiple interactions can be detected simultaneously (so it is possible to play a “polyphonic” 

laser Harp for instance). 

Interactions can be detected in a 3D environment, but position measurement is in 2 dimensions with the KB2D. 

The X (angle) and Z (distance) variables correspond to the coordinates of the interaction. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2: The 2 dimensions on detection with KB2D. 

Every interaction in the blue plane will have the same “X angle” coordinate. The “Z height” coordinate is determined 

in function of the luminous power received by the KB2D, which is directly correlated with the distance between the 

interaction and the KB2D module. Thus, it can introduce a variation on Z height coordinate if the laser source has 

not a constant emission power. 

 

 

As the KB2D is measuring the angle and not just detecting light (or laser) interactions, it does not have to be 

synchronized with the scanning system of the laser source. Thus, it can work with many laser sources at the same 

time. 
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USER INTERFACE PRESENTATION (in development) 
 

 

Fig. 3: Screenshot of the user interface (design and functionalities can change). 

 

 

MIDI Device selection 

MIDI In 

Select KB2D as MIDI In device if you wish to read actual parameters from KB2D. ELSE, 
select KB2D as MIDI In directly on the laser software / audio software you want to 
receive data. In this, case, MIDI In remains on “No Device”. 
OR (Test mode), select KB2D as MIDI In, and use MIDI Echo Out to send interaction 
data to other software (laser or audio software, for instance). 

MIDI Out Always select KB2D here. 

MIDI Echo Out 
If KB2D is selected as MIDI In, use MIDI Echo Out to send interaction data to other 
software (Test mode). Internal MIDI port such as “loop MIDI” can be used to send data. 

Detection parameters 

Det Level 
Defines the threshold level for detection. The lower this value is, the further the system 
can detect an interaction, but the more sensitive the system will be (for an interaction 
as for parasitic lights / parasitic targets). 
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Min Det / Selectivity 
These parameters define the duration of the detection necessary to count an 
interaction as a valid one. The lower the “Selectivity” value is, the faster and more 
sensitive, but less selective (and resistant to parasitic lights) the system is. 

FPS 
Defines the number of Frames Per Second for detection. Ideally, this has to be slightly 
lower than the number of frames per second projected by the laser. 

Start parameters 

Start Start detection capability (Enables interactions). 

Pause Pause detection capability (Disables interactions). 

Restart Restart the device (and load parameters saved in FLASH memory). 

Auto-start 
If Auto-start box is checked, the device automatically enables interactions at Power-On. 
Else, it is paused first and a “Start” command is necessary to enable interactions. This 
parameter is automatically saved in FLASH (it is not reset on Power Off). 

MIDI Messages parameters (see ANNEX 1) 

Note On / OFF | 
Disable 

Select the output format of Note On / Note Off MIDI messages. Note On is sent when a 
detection is noticed. Note Off is automatically sent when the interaction stop. 

Control Change | 
Disable 

Select one or 2 Control Change output format. Thus, one line can be set to output a 
message in function of X value, and the other one in function of Z value (for instance). 

Other parameters 

n Beams X 
n Steps Z 

Number of positions for angles (X) and height (Z), in discrete mode only. 

Invert X 
Invert Z 

Inverts the X (Z) index order on each interaction (this affects the MIDI signal sent, but 
not the position angle for interaction). 

Deployment X[Z] (Only with Z discrete). When this mode is active, VarX varies in function of Z too. 

Calibrate X 
Calibrate Z 

Click to automatically calibrate X (Z) by touching the 2 extreme positions on angles (or 
height). On discrete mode, this automatically set intermediate positions too (based on 
the number of positions set on “n Beams X” or “N Steps Z”). 

Vars to Position 
Settings 

Open a table to address MIDI message variables (Var X / Var Z / Ind X / Ind Z) to 
different angles and heights. 

Read Param Read parameters saved in Flash (in KB2D device) and show them on the interface. 

Save in Flash 
Save all actual parameters in the device, so the parameters are not reset on the next 
power off / power on. 

About (Tools) Gives information on actual software / firmware version. 

Load Firmware 
(Tools) 

Click on this command to load firmware version. 
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ANNEX 1: DETECTION MODES / COMMUNICATION FORMAT 
This Annex refers to the “MIDI Message parameters” section of the KB2D Interactive Interface software. 

The KB2D detection module can localize interactions on 2 dimensions (X angle and distance Z). 

The KB2D interactive module is using MIDI protocol to communicate. The user can select the MIDI format of 

messages in function of the mode selected. 

On each interaction, the KB2D can be set to send up to 3 MIDI messages (1 Note On and 2 Control Change). 

If “Note On / Note Off” is activated, a “Note On” message is sent when an interaction on a valid position happens. 

A “Note Off” message is then automatically sent when the interaction stops (or when the position corresponds to 

another MIDI signal / does not correspond to a valid position). 

If “Control Change” is activated, this MIDI signal is sent when an interaction happens and when the position of the 

interaction changes. No specific message is sent when the interaction stops. 

 

About MIDI format… 

A Note On message consists of: 

- A channel number, from 1 to 16. 

- A Note value from 0 to 127. 

- A velocity value. If the MIDI signal is used to play an audio signal, the velocity should be > 0 to have a note 

played. 

A Control Change message consists of: 

- A Channel Number 

- A Control number 

- A Value to assigned 

Note On / Note Off messages are generally used for discrete angle applications (like laser harps), or to activate / 

deactivate a signal in continuous applications. 

A Control Change message is useful for continuous variations on angle / height. 

Thus, for a Laser Harp application, Note On / Note Off messages are preferable to play the notes, and a continuous 

height variation can be set on velocity or on a Control Change message. 

Control Change messages are very useful in motion tracking applications. 

 

About variables… 

To have a MIDI message vary in function of the angle / height, it is necessary to set a variable on these messages. 

There are 4 variables available: “Ind X”, “Ind Z”, “Var X”, “Var Z”. 

“Ind X” and “Ind Z” can take a value from 1 to 16, whereas “Var X” and “Var Z” can take any value from 0 to 127. 

Practically, in most of case “Ind X” and “Ind Z” are not useful, and everything can be done with “Var X” and “Var 

Z”, but in some rare cases we could need these variables. To set a Note On signal on different channels while a 

Control Change signal takes values from 0 to 127, for instance… 
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All these variables can be assigned to a position by clicking on “Vars to Position Settings” button. 

 

About position… 

Each MIDI Signal is sent correspondingly with a specific position. 

Thus, in case of a continuous detection, it is necessary to correctly set the extreme angles (height) so the system 

knows the value to assign on Var X (Var Z) in function of the position of the interaction. 

In the case of a discrete mode, it is even more important to correctly set the different angles corresponding to 

each “beam” (step). Indeed, if an interaction happens but does not correspond to any position registered, this is 

not considered as a valid interaction and no MIDI message will be sent. 

All positions can be set automatically by clicking on “Calibrate X” or “Calibrate Z”. Then, there only need to touch 

the beam (to interact) on each extreme position. The KB2D will then save these positions and calculate every 

intermediate position (in case of a discrete mode). These intermediate positions are estimated, based on a regular 

spacing between each beam. In can be more precise to calibrate each beam independently (see “Learn angle” 

command, in Vars to Position Settings). This work the same with height (Z). 

 

About Vars to Position Settings… 

Positions can be set manually or automatically by clicking on “Learn Angle” (“Learn Height”). Else, all positions can 

be calibrated at once by clicking on “Calibrate X” (“Calibrate Z”) in main window. 

Then, all variables can be assigned in function of the position registered. Thus, any MIDI message can be assigned 

directly to a position. 

 

ANNEX 2: DETECTION SETTINGS 
This Annex refers to the “Detection parameters” section of the KB2D Interactive Interface software. 

Detection settings are very important. These settings can be optimized in function of the environment, so the KB2D 

module can work in almost any condition. 

There are 4 main parameters: 

- Detection Threshold 

- Minimum time on detection (arbitrary value) 

- Maximum time on detection (arbitrary value) 

- FPS (Frames per seconds) 

The detection threshold is the most important parameter. A wrong value on this parameter will directly cause false 

detections or no detection. Fortunately, this is quite easy to set it correctly. Just click on “Calibrate X” for instance, 

without interacting with the laser. After a few seconds, if the KB2D sends a MIDI Note On message (as if there was 

an interaction), then the threshold is too low (or there is too much parasitic light). At the contrary, if the KB2D 

cannot calibrate when you interact with the laser, maybe the threshold is too high. 

In the extreme condition where ambient light is really too high, it is possible that the system cannot detect 

interactions at all, because the detector is saturated. 
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The “minimum time” and “maximum time” define the percentage of a detection frame duration in which there has 

to be an interaction. The value entered is an arbitrary unit. Setting the “minimum time” to a very low value enables 

to detect very short interactions. However it will be more sensitive to parasitic lights. Setting the “maximum time” 

very high enables to interact with an entire laser pattern (it can be useful in when the pattern projected is small, 

like for tracking applications). 

As the contrary, a high value in “minimum time” / low value in “maximum time” can lead to difficulties to detect 

interactions. 

The “maximum time” value defines a multiplying factor of “minimum time”. Thus, the value of “maximum time” 

does not have to be higher than “minimum time”. These are two independent parameters. A value of 16 on each 

of these parameters should be ok most of the time. 

 

The FPS value on the KB2D can be important in some applications. Generally, the FPS value on the KB2D should 

not be much higher than the FPS of the laser frame projected by the laser projector (if “Note On” / Note Off is 

activated). Else, parasitic “Note Off” will be sent by the KB2D even if the interaction does not stop. 

A high FPS value will cause the system to be more reactive (this will reduce the latency of the KB2D). It can be 

necessary to compensate a high FPS value by reducing the “minimum time” and increasing the “maximum time”. 

 

ANNEX 3: HOW TO QUICKLY SET A LASER HARP SYSTEM 
A Laser Harp system can be done in a few steps using the KB2D Interactive Device. This is the process you need 

to follow for a basic use: 

1- Install your system accordingly to Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 on pages 2 - 3. Select KB2D Module on MIDI Out port. 

2- Project a laser harp pattern on your laser, set “n Beams X” with the number of beams (number of notes) 

you are projecting. 

3- Click on calibrate X, and touch one of the side beam for a few seconds (~2 seconds), until the KB2D emits 

a “Note On” MIDI message. Then, touch the other side beam, until another “Note On” MIDI message is 

sent by the KB2D. 

4- Your system is now calibrated. Each beam should correspond to one different MIDI message. You can 

choose the MIDI messages you want by clicking on “Vars to Position Settings”. 

 

If the KB2D is not detecting interactions or is not very stable, you can adjust the detection threshold. Click on 

“Restart” and do the previous procedure again. 
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Please read carefully: 
Lightdiction SAS “Lightdiction” reserves the right to make changes, corrections, modifications or improvements, to this 

document, and the products and services describes herein at any time, without any notices. 

All Lightdiction products are sold pursuant to Lightdiction’s terms and conditions of sale. 
Purchasers are solely responsible for the choice, selection and use of the Lightdiction products and services described herein, 
and Lightdiction assumes no liability whatsoever relating to the choice, selection or use of the Lightdiction products and 
services described herein. 
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